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Preparation
Modifications & screen/felt preparation
With small scale papermaking it is possible to make custom watermarks and laid
screen patterns on wove screen surfaces using silkscreen or UV inkjet printing. We
design our laid lines and watermarks using Photoshop, creating files at 300 ppi
and printing them on 140 mesh polyester. For improved results, we printed each
file multiple times to build up ink thickness (possible using a UV printer). Between
printing passes, we modified the Photoshop file, reducing line thickness so that the
ink build up was pyramidal, mimicking wire curvature.
Watermarks & Laid screen printed on a UV Inkjet printer:

AeroPress and Deckle box instructions are very similar, besides the fact that the AeroPress is cylindrical and the Deckle Box is rectangular. That said, it is easier to form
an even sheet using the deckle box, as the waves created are linear and have more in
common with a traditional mould.
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Preparation

Wove screen: To make wove paper, use 38 mesh polyester screening; use two of these
for wove paper to interrupt the pattern of holes in the end cap. Copper or brass screen
may also be used.
Laid screen: A laid pattern or watermark can be made by using a UV acrylic printer to
print a pattern onto a 140 mesh polyester screen used in silkscreen.
Laser or hand cut the perimeter of
the screens: for UV printed circular
screens, to a 6.3cm diameter; for
Deckle box square screens, to an 8.3
cm rectangle.

Affix a 5.7cm diameter felt to AeroPress (or a 7.6 cm square of felt
to Deckle Box) using a minimal
amount of spray cement.

For the AeroPress, the Deckle Cylinder lip must be sanded to accommodate two or three layers of
screen. Use a sanding block and
take 0.03 or 0.04 of an inch off the
top plane of the lip to hone it down
to 0.635cm stand-off (0.25 inch
proud). Too much sanding is better
than too little.

Felt: Use 50 to 60 micron fleece to approximate
a 16th-century texture. Use 20 to 30 micron
fleece felt to make a paper with a smoother surface texture. A woven felts with finer fleece became common in the 18th century eliminating
the felt hair textures of earlier centures where
they used a non-woven coarser fleece felt.
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Sheet Forming
1. Use two of the coarser 38 mesh polyester backing screens as the bottom screen;
insert this into the End Cap. This separates the forming screen and keeps the
end cap from leaving a polka-dot pattern that will be visible in your sheet
when held up to light. For wove paper,
use two 38 mesh polyester screens simultaneously; for even smoother wove
paper, combine two coarse screens with
the finer 140 mesh screen.

2. With the two or three selected screens
inserted, twist the end cap onto the
Deckle Cylinder. (If it does not twist
on, more sanding of the lip is required.)
Check to be sure that the screens did not
bulge; if so, they may need trimming. A
bulge in the screens will make a uneven
sheet.

3. Submerge assembled deckle cylinder
into an inch or so of water before adding
the furnish. The layer of water acts as a
buffer, allowing the furnish to disperse
evenly.

4. Pour pulp (furnish) from a distance to
facilitate even distribution of the pulp.
You can lift the Deckle Cylinder out of
the water as you pour.
Note: The diameter of the finished paper
is about 5.7cm depending on shrinkage.
Therefore, 0.25 grams of dry fiber will make
a 102 gms (g/m2) weight paper. Use the app
PaperWeight at www.magnoliapaper.com to
calculate other weights.
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Forming a 5.7cm (2.25 inch) circular sheet
of paper using a modified AeroPress

1

Select Screens to make wove, laid or watermarked paper.

Wove

Laid

2

Twist the end cap & screens onto the Deckle Cylinder.
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Submerge the
assembled Deckle
Cylinder into an
inch of water.
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Pour blended pulp into the
submerged Deckle Cylinder.

Couching & pressing using an AeroPress
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Allow water to
drain from pulp.
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Insert Plunger into
Cylinder, and press
very slowly.

Forming/Pressing
5, 5a. Drain and stir with AeroPress provided stirring device as deemed necessary.

5a
5b. Optional: Vacuum with wet-dry shop
vac prior to plunger pressing for faster
drainage and texture variation.
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Continue pressing on a
sturdy surface.

5b

8

Remove the End Cap
continue pressing with
cylinder onto a blotter.

6. Slowly press the Felt-tipped Plunger
down against the pulp. Too much pressure too fast creates ridges in the paper.
7. On a sturdy surface, continue pressing as the Felt-tipped Plunger squeezes
water from the newly formed sheet. For
most types of paper, apply as much pressure as possible.
At this stage the sheet, although still moist,
should tolerate handling.

8. Unscrew and remove the End Cap and
screens from the partially pressed sheet.
Press the wet paper directly on a felt or
blotter. Carefully move to another location on the blotter and press again; this
step may be repeated multiple times to
remove more moisture. Then, leaving
the paper on the blotter, remove plunger from cylinder and if necessary press
again.
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Sheet Forming

Forming a 6.7cm (3 inch) square sheet of
paper using a 3D printed Deckle Box

Small Deckle Box parts
6.7x 6.7 cm (3 x 3 in)

Using the app PaperWeight and instructions in previous Determinate Paper articles, this small deckle box allows us to make a
7.6 cm square sheet of paper of predetermined
weight, content, color and texture by virtue
of the confined elongated deckle frame which
has a volume of about 500ml. Here I demonstrate making a 95 gsm (g/m2) sheet. In the
app (left), I entered my desired paper weight
and the dimensions of the deckle frame to find
the amount of dry fiber needed to blend my
furnish.
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Wood
pressing
block

Felt

Deckle Box
Frame

Insert screens into
the end cap then
rinse in water so the screens
lay flat. Inserting Deckle
Box Frame; check that the
frame is pressed all the way
down and not buckling
the screens. Submerged
assembled Deckle
Box in an inch of
water and pour in
measured, blended
pulp (furnish).
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Lift Deckle box from the shallow basin and shake side to
side and front to back as the water drains, “weaving” fiber
alignment into a cross pattern. Shaking in only one direction creates a
unidirectional fiber alignment – a
“grain” direction in the finished
sheet. After 5 to 10 stronger shakes,
finish with a few seconds of gentle
shakes (vibrations). Wait 15 to 30
seconds for final drainage with no
shaking.
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Screens

End cap
(press fit)
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Note: Drainage time varies according
to furnish hydration and paper weight.

Couching & pressing using Deckle Box
and felt tipped block
Insert felt tip block and
press hard, compacting
the fibers and squeezing out
water. Apply as much pressure
as possible.
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Invert and remove end
cap and screens. Leaving the newly formed paper
on the felt.
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Forming/Pressing

4b. To retain felt hair marks:
Press felt tip block into newly formed
sheet early, just before the sheet completely drains. For 16th century papermakers tasked with making 2000 sheets
a day, draining the sheet even five seconds longer than necessary was a luxury they could not afford. Couching and
pressing early allows us to mimick their
hasty technique, which unintentionally
yielded sheets with galaxies of felt hair
mark texture.
After pressing, remove the screens carefully, leaving the paper on the felt of the
block. Use a hot iron and blotters to partially dry the paper on the block felt, giving the fibers a chance to solidify the felt
hair marks into the paper.
To maximize felt hair marks:
• Linen/hemp-based rags
• Thoroughly retted
• Minimally hydrated - a freeness of at
least 300 CSF
• Couched early with minimal drainage
• Pressed on felt overnight
• Gently choir-pressed
• Air dried
6b. Optional: To speed drainage, vacuum
with wet-dry shop vac. If this is done prior
to plunger pressing, texture from the felt
will not be as prominent.

Press the moist sheet
onto blotters multiple times, switching to
dry blotters - more blotting
results in less time with
evaporation drying.
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Series links:

No. I:
Introduction: fibers, hydration, fibrillation & freeness and suppliers
No. II: Retting: lignin removal using mycelium
No. III: Calculating paper weight with a smartphone app
No. IV: Finding the surface area of an irregular sheet
No. V: Blender processing paper fiber
No. VI: Formulating pulp for color and content
No. VII: Making small paper with 3D printed deckle box and an AeroPress
No. VIII: (Next:)Techniques for forming laid and wove paper without a vat
No. IX: Drying handmade paper
No. X:
Sizing and burnishing
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